APS MCC

Industry leading multi-crew cooperation course
Now COVID-Safe
Our APS MCC prepares you with the skills you will need for airline assessment
and your aircraft type rating course.
WHAT’S DIFFERENT?

The Wings Alliance APS MCC is a high quality, employment focused course. It has been
developed by senior airline pilots and training specialists and follows the competencybased training methods that the airlines use. Our instructors are current pilots, flying
for airlines such as British Airways, easyJet and Jet2. We use Ryanair standard operating
procedures in a state-of-the-art 737 simulator.

COURSE OVERVIEW

• Duration - 3 weeks
• New 737 sim
• Developed by industry experts
• Advanced pilot non-technical classroom training
• Cost - £6,950
• Combined APS / MCC & Advanced UPRT available - £8,200

ASSESSMENT

Before starting the course, we recommend you go through our airline-style Assessment.
If you pass this, we will be able to recommend you to airlines in the future. The Assessment
consists of aptitude tests, group exercises and a competency based interview.
It sets you up to succeed in future airlines applications – we’ll give you in-depth written
feedback on any areas which might need improvement.
Going through Assessment and APS MCC can give you a real advantage over candidates
who haven’t done either.
The cost of Assessment will be deducted from the cost of the APS MCC if you pass and
are only doing the APS MCC with us (usually £295).

JOB FOCUSSED

Our entire course is structured with your future employment in mind. We develop
the 9 key competencies which airlines value most, including workload management,
teamwork and problem-solving.
Wings Alliance will support you through your application process with airlines – giving
you advice on how to prepare and apply.
We have had fantastic success rates when it comes to employment, and our graduates
have gone on to fly with British Airways, easyJet, Ryanair, Jet2 and more.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

• Hold an EASA CPL and Instrument Rating

“The quality of the training is fantastic, you receive a well-structured package including one-to-one tuition and
regular assessments. I’m so glad I chose the Wings Alliance APS MCC course as I passed my sim assessment and
secured my dream airline job.”
James Dawkins, Jet2.

“I think the Wings Alliance APS MCC, although a higher cost is incredibly worth doing as it bridges the transition
from flying single pilot to a multi-crew type rating on a much larger aircraft. I got my first job seven weeks after
finishing my Wings Alliance APS and I could not be happier doing amazing flying every day, it’s a real dream
come true.”
Hanna Kerr – First Officer, Loganair.

“The ethos, quality of training and aftercare behind the Wings Alliance APS MCC is second to none, and I cannot
recommend it enough.”
Jevan Burchell, First Officer Jet2.

“The Wings Alliance APS MCC provided me with industry-leading training and equipped me with the relevant skills
to pass airline selection and transition to my type rating.”
Gareth Berry, First Officer Ryanair.
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